World Aquatic Development Conference

Competitive Swimming
12-15th of January 2012, Lund, Sweden

We are happy to welcome you to the first World Aquatic Development Conference in
Lund, Sweden from 12 – 15 January 2012, and the track Learn to Swim. The newly
started Swedish Aquatic Research Center (SCAR) is the organizer of the conference.
We have four different tracks, which include learn to swim, competitive swimming,
rehabilitation, and women’s sport.
This will be a thought provocative and interesting four days for all participants
where we have the top names of coaching bring you new ideas and concepts for            
competitive swimming.

Conference fee
Sign up before 15th December: 4095 SEK
Sign-up after 15th December: 4595 SEK
This includes:
•
•
•
•

4 days conference with some of the world`s best coaches/lectures
You will also be able to attend the three other conferences at this price “Learn to
swim”, “Women in Sport” and “Aquatic Rehabilitation”
Lunch all days
Coffee breaks
Conference material

For more information and sign-up visit

www.sweaquatics.com
Email: office@sweaquatics.com
Phone: +46 (0) 70 34 05 888

Speakers
Teri McKeever
McKeever is known as a coach who turns previously unnoticed swimmers into major talents, and talented-but-burned-out swimmers into
Olympians and world champions.One of these swimmers is Natalie
Coughlin, an 11-time Olympic medalist. In 2004 the first woman coach
on a USA team at a major international meet and for for London 2012
she will be the first female US Olympic Headcoach.
William "Bill" Boomer
Bill was the head coach of the men's swim team at the University of
Rochester from 1962 to 1990. Beginning in the early 1990s, Boomer
was a technical consultant to five time Olympic coach Richard Quick at
Stanford University swim team and has worked one-on-one with many
world-class swimmers their coaches. Boomer was a technical
advisor to the 1996, 2000, and 2004 USA Olympic teams.
Milton Nelms
Milton is a leading expert and innovator in cutting edge swimming
technique in the world today. He designs programming for athlete
development and the teaching of swim technique. Milt’s work is recognized as one of the top 25 most significant contributions to USA Swimming for the last quarter of the century.
Chris Martin
Chris have been involved in international swimming for over 20 years.
He was on US International teams, headcoach of Scotland, head development coach for British Swimming and now Chris is working  with
the City of Shanghai coaching and developing a group of promising
juniors at their training academy.
Shane Gould
Shane Gould, M.B.E is well-known throughout Australia and wherever
people take an interest in swimming. She has three gold, a silver and
a bronze from the Munich Olympics 1972, and held all freestyle world
records, as well as the 200 Individual medley.
Now she is a successful businesswoman, author, keynote speaker and
swimming commentator.
Alex Nikitin
Alex Nikitin has been coaching swimming at the Multnomah Athletic
Club in Portland, Oregon since 1994. Nikitin is a founder of Parametrix
Research. The intriguing possibility of bringing the science and the
art of coaching closer together has become his lifelong interest. The
pursuit of that lofty goal, as well as making sport science accessible to
the grassroots coaches.
Brad Burnham
Brad Burnham arrived at Bowdoin in 2000 after being involved in all
aspects of the UCLA swimming program for six years. While at UCLA
Burnham coached his team to 16th or better at the NCAA championships each year - and played a role in over 40 Division I All-American
performances. He parlayed his experiences at the highest level into
undeniable success at Bowdoin.
Kipp Dye
Kipp Dye is a Boston area Physical Therapist and former elite level
swimmer at the University of California at Berkeley. Kipp specializes
in rehabilitation of the shoulder for athletes in throwing sports and for
competitive swimmers.

